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Povertyy reduction, Empowerment and Economic development 

Chapterr 7. Poverty Reduction, Empowerment and Economic 
development t 

AA consensus exists in Cameroon, among all actors involved in the 
developmentt process of the country that microfinance is an important tool to fight 
poverty,, address gender inequalities and for sustain economic development. Efforts to 
promotee microfinance have mainly focused on the promotion of an enabling 
environmentt in which the poor in general and women in particular can organize 
themselves,, form their own microfinance institutions that can provide them with the 
requiredd financial resources to create and expand businesses, increase their incomes 
andd productivity, enhance their living standards, empower them to lif t themselves out 
off  poverty, and work toward the achievement of gender equality and a sustainable 
developmentt of the country. In previous approach to development, the power of the 
poorr and women were invisible, ignored as they were seen as the recipients of welfare 
servicess while the power of the state was emphasized, more in evidence in the big 
projects,, planning and the provision of social services. Today, attention has shifted 
fromm the power of the government to the power or capacity of the poor to end their 
povertyy and gender disparities and sustain economic development. The implication is 
thatt major changes in society such as the eradication of poverty, the achievement of 
genderr equality and sustainable development are the outcome of infinite numbers of 
individuall  actions within society. By shifting the emphasis onto the power of the poor 
andd women, attention is removed from critically questioning the nature of the power 
exercise,, let alone that the government and donors. In general, the questions not often 
askedasked so far are what kind of power women and the poor are able to exercise and the 
kindd of change they are able to bring about as a result of their access to microfinance. 
Thesee questions are important in this research as it is argued here that empowerment 
iss about changing power relations and when assessing empowerment, we need to 
determinee not only the nature of and type of empowerment, but also, the direction of 
change.. Therefore, the questions this chapter seeks to answer are what types of power 
doess microfinance enable women and the poor to exercise and what type of change is 
achieved.. A secondary but equally important question is who ultimately benefits from 
thee change brought about as a result of access to microfinance? Foucault's concept of 
powerr can be useful in helping to answer these questions. Foucault asserts that power 
iss not a commodity that can be concentrated into the hands of the state or political 
elites.. For him, power is diffused in society and to examine power is to look at how 
thee effects of power are produced, how individuals are acted upon. Foucault did not 
rejectt the fact that some actors in society exercise more power than others. To 
understandd power, we need to understand the techniques used to exercise power as 
powerr can work to advance the interests of certain groups in society. Thus, by seeking 
answerss to our main questions, this chapter will shed more light on how microfinance 
fitsfits into the government overall objectives of poverty reduction, gender equality and 
economicc development. It also asks whether the power exercised by different 
stakeholders,, works for the benefits of the hitherto powerless and marginalized groups 
orr whether it leads to improvement within the status quo. 

Thiss chapter has six sections: the first section briefly examines the economic 
environmentt within which microfinance has evolved as this has important 
implicationss for the impacts of microfinance programmes. The second section 
analysess of the institutional sources of microfinance and the extent to which they 
reachh the poor, helping them to lif t themselves out of poverty. The third section 
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exploress the contributions of micro finance to the empowerment of women and the 
achievementt of gender equality. The fourth section examines the contribution of 
microfmancee to the search of sustainable economic development. The fifth chapter 
attemptss to assess who ultimately benefits from the implementation of microfmance 
byy assessing the nature and types of power exercised by different stakeholders. The 
lastt section provides a conclusion. 

7.11 Impact of Economic Restructuring on the Poor 
Ass already argued, evidence suggests that microfmance has been adopted in 

countriess and communities undergoing economic hardship. In Cameroon, the 
adoptionadoption of microfmance took place within the background of growing economic 
crisiss and the adoption of structural adjustment programmes acknowledged to have 
contributedd to worsening poverty and inequalities among the populations. This section 
brieflyy examines the economic environment within which microfmance emerged as 
thiss affects the degree of success of the programme. Specifically, it explores the 
impactss of economic reforms including rising prices, import liberalisation, financial 
sectorr reforms and the implications for the economic environment. 

7.1.11 Impact of economic reforms 
Cameroonn entered into economic recession in 1985 and began the following 

yearr a process of economic restructuring. The underlying assumption of economic 
restructuringg was that economic progress would 'trickle down' to the poor. For 
instance,, the adoption of Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP) policies was 
aimedd to encourage growth, and generate employment but it also negatively affected 
thee poor and other marginalized groups within society. The removal of subsidies to 
groupss such as farmers eroded their livelihoods and increased their vulnerabilities. 
Accordingg to the World Bank's 1995 report on Cameroon, between 1985-1993 per 
capitaa consumption dropped by 40 percent. The increases in poverty, unemployment 
andd underemployment reached disturbing proportions during the first half of the 
1990s.. The rate of unemployment moved from 7.3 percent in 1983 to 24.6 percent in 
19933 after reaching an all time high of 29 percent in 1990/91. The reform policies led 
too reduced public spending on health, education and other social benefits compounded 
thee level of hardship for low-income poor and for women in particular. In 1992, the 
reformm of the public sector employment began. Between January and November 1993, 
publicc employees were subjected to cuts in their salaries89 of up to 72 percent resulted 
inn severe hardships for civil servants and their families. The salary cuts were 
accompaniedd by high levels of redundancies in the public sector and generated high 
unemploymentt from 1993 onward. The national currency, the CFA franc was 
devaluedd in 1994 helping to bring about 5 percent growth during the 1995/1996 
financiall  year. However, the same devaluation further exacerbated the hardship for 
mostt poor and women in particular. Low income and high unemployment meant 
reducedd spending which in turn affected the income in the informal sector. Studies 
showedd that income in the informal sector fell considerably (World Bankl995, 
ECAM,, 1996). The World Bank report (1995) notes that one of the consequences of 
thee two cuts in public sector wages in 1993 and the devaluation that took place in 
19944 was a sharp fall by an average of 35 percent of the income of self-employed 
peoplee in the informal sector (WB, 1995:viii). In spite of the low income that the 

Accordingg to the newspaper The Herald, the pay cuts consisted of a 15 percent cut in January and up 
too 60 percent in November 1993 (The Herald, Wed. 2-3 August 2000. 
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informall  sector could generate, the increased unemployment provided a push for most 
menn and women to enter that sector in mass. Most men who lost their jobs and many 
youngg graduates who could not find employment prospects in the formal sector 
movedd into self-employment. The entrance of these educated actors in the informal 
sectorr provided a new and fierce competition that resulted in pushing women further 
backk to the low earning activities. A combination of market saturation and intense 
competitionn further exacerbated gender inequalities. Today, more women than men 
havee difficulties creating profitable self-employment. 

7.1.22 Impact of rising prices 
Thee devaluation of the CFA franc by 50 percent in January 1994 also resulted 

inn a rise in exports and contributed to the positive growth rate registered in 1995/96. 
However,, the devaluation also led to rising prices, especially the price of imported 
goods.. It is argued that prices of most imported goods rose by 48 percent. The World 
Bank'ss report also argued that the increasing costs of agricultural inputs such as 
fertilisers,, insecticides, pesticides and seeds (which were previously heavily 
subsidisedd by the government) moved beyond the reach of many small producers. 
Thiss contributed to a considerable decline in the productivity and incomes of small 
farmerss and women. In fact, it was estimated that real income from cash farming 
declinedd by 60 percent between 1985-1993 (World Bank, 1995:vii). The combined 
effectss of reduced income, increases in prices and the withdrawal of the state in the 
provisionn of social services meant more burdens on women who were (and still are) 
thee managers of the household economies and caretakers in most communities in 
Cameroon.. During interviews, women reported that they had to work harder to earn 
moree money just for their families to maintain the same living standards they had 
beforee the onset of the economic crisis. 

7.1.33 Impact of impor t liberalisation 
Thee process of economic reform also involved the removal of import licensing 

whichh had both negative and positive effects on the opportunities of the poor. It led to 
greaterr access to imported inputs for some microentrepreneurs. The increased 
opennesss of the country to import under economic reforms also negatively affected 
manyy poor individuals who claimed that the increased competition from import 
negativelyy affected their economic activities. The liberalization of the economy was 
accompaniedd by increased import of many products that directly competed with goods 
producedd by the microentrepreneurs. Some small manufacturing and food processing 
sectorss were particularly affected. For instance, making and marketing of bread and 
cakess used to provide the extreme poor people with an easy source of income, 
especiallyy considering the low cost of start-up capital it required. The establishment of 
modernn bakeries in almost all major areas of the country also marginalized poor men 
whoo used traditional methods to make these products. Similarly, the dumping of some 
foodstufff  (such as wheat, rice and meat products) displaced many small-scale farmers 
whoo previously produced them. 

Duringg the last ten years, economic liberalization has also led to the increased 
dumpingg of cheap imported goods on Cameroonian markets. For example, textile 
producerss such as women seamstresses, those making made-to-measure garments and 
thosee involved in tie and dye, reported that their income drastically reduced as they 
struggledd with competition from imported second-hand clothes. During interviews 
withh women, some claimed to have experienced a lack of demand for their products 
ass a result of competition from low-cost imports. The products provided by these 
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womenn have simply become more expensive compared to the imported used clothes 
duee to the increase in the prices of their raw materials. Lower-income households 
foundd it economically viable to buy second-hand clothes than use the sendees of 
seamstresses.. During interviews, some members of the credit scheme the National 
Centree for Counselling and Women Entrepreneurship Development Training 
(NCCWEDT)) argued that with very low local demands for their products, their only 
avenuee to earn a living with tailoring skills was to find export markets for their batik 
ass well as tie and dye clothes. But, finding export outlets for most 
microentrepreneurs'' products was not easy. Mrs. Fomenky Cecilia, manager of the 
NCCWEDTT reported that she had been seeking export markets to sell batik and other 
crafrworkk produced by the members of her organization in Europe and America 
withoutt very much success. She mentioned that she always took advantage of every 
occasionn she traveled abroad to participate in microfinance conferences and 
workshopss to bring with her samples of their products90. 

Itt is important to note that while import liberalization displaced some women 
microentrepreneurs,, it also opened up new opportunities for unemployed men to 
engagee in the retail of second-hand clothes and food processing. Selling second-hand 
clothess required relatively substantial capital often not available to women through 
microfinancee institutions or informal financial sources. Only a few women with 
accesss to larger capital were involved in these more lucrative businesses. This 
suggestss that class as well as gender are important for analysing the impact of reform 
onn the poor. As we can see, while devaluation, import liberalisation and export 
promotionn measures benefited a number of poor groups, they were also associated 
withh growing inequalities and this had to be taken into consideration when studying 
thee impact of microfinance. 

7.1.44 Impact of the financial sector  reforms on the poor 
Accordingg to the IMF report (2000), the first round of financial reforms took 

placee between 1989-92 and was limited in scope, while the second phase (1996-99) 
wass more complete and involved reforms of the banking sector, non-bank financial 
intermediariess (cooperatives), insurance companies and the social security system. 
Thee financial reforms included the liquidation of state owned banks, the withdrawal 
off  state involvement in the financial sector, the liberalization of interest rates, the 
reformm of the cooperatives, etc, and ended with the rehabilitation of the banking 
systemm by the end of 2000. The IMF estimated, that "The bank restructuring 
programmess were completed and all banks are solvent, profitable and liquid (IMF, 
2000:56).. But the restructuring also resulted in the liquidation of about ten 
commerciall  banks with negative consequences for many small depositors. As the 
IFF AD puts it: 

Restructuringg the banking sector has caused enormous losses to small depositors and 
lee to loss of public confidence. The closure of banks also reduced the outreach of 
commerciall  banks, further exacerbating a situation in which many non-banking 
financialfinancial institutions of the rural sector are also under stress. (IFAD, 1999:1) 

Inn July 1997, a law was passed eliminating the legal requirement that at least 
one-thirdd of commercial bank capital had to be held by Cameroonian interests and as 
aa result all large banks had foreign ownership. By 2000, the Government withdrew 

Too date, she has yet to succeed in finding a market abroad. 
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completelyy from the ownership and management of the banking system. In 1998, the 
laww reforming the cooperatives was passed, paving the way for the establishment of 
savingss and loan cooperatives. The restructuring of the financial sector spurred 
donors'' interest and support for the development of micro finance and some reforms 
focusedfocused on creating an environment conducive to its growth. There were also changes 
inn the law on non-governmental organisations to allow them to seek funding from 
donors.. Since then, many credit initiatives have been launched by NGOs. 

Anotherr impact of the financial reforms has been the liberalisation of interest 
rates.. While this is often argued to stimulate competition and to help lending 
institutionss to achieve sustainability, high interest rates can hinder the poor's ability to 
generatee significant income from loans. The implementation of structural adjustment 
programmess had negative effects on the poor and women's access to financial 
services.. According to the World Bank report the financial adjustment between 1985 
andd 1995 was 'very harmful to the poor (World Bank, 1995:iv) who became further 
excludedd from access to credit. It is argued that of the 10 commercial banks operating 
inn Cameroon in 2000, only three provide microfinance services. Most banks 
concentratedd their credit activities on a limited number of highly creditworthy 
customers.. But, financial restructuring policies also positively affected the poor. The 
lawss of cooperatives widen the poor's access to credit. 

7.27.2 Contribution of Microfinance to Poverty Reduction 
Followingg the economic crisis and the increased poverty, the government 

madee poverty reduction its major priority. This section briefly reviews the sources of 
microfinancee and their contribution to the objective of poverty reduction . 

7.2.11 Sources of microfinance credit 
Whilee the number of microfinance has grown rapidly in one decade, the fact 

remainss that Cameroon's microfinance sector is relatively less developed when 
comparedd to those in other countries such as Bangladesh, Bolivia or Uganda where 
suchh institutions are reaching more clients than commercial banks. With over forty 
percentt of the population living below the poverty line in the country, it is imperative 
too build up financial institutions that are able to address the financial needs of the 
poor.. Since 1992, the number of microfinance institutions operating in the country has 
grownn at a faster rate. However, rather than witness the emergence of large MFIs 
capablee of reaching million of customers such as the Grameen Bank or BRAC in 
Bangladesh,, the result of the development of the regulatory framework for 
microfinancee in Cameroon has been the explosion of relatively small institutions. 
Evidencee suggested that many individuals and groups chose to create their own 
financialfinancial institutions rather than join existing ones. In addition, existing MFIs have 
difficultiess expanding their outreach. In spite of their relatively low outreach, this sub-
sectionn examines the potential contribution of institutional sources of microfinance to 
thee objective of poverty reduction, focusing on the extent to which they helped 
generatee employment, increase income, strengthen businesses and empower the poor. 
Cameron'ss MFIs include the formal-, semi-formal and informal sources. By 
institutionall  source we mean microfinance provided by both the formal and semi-
formall  financial institutions. Informal sources such as tontines (ROSCAs) are 

911 Although all microfinance institutions in Cameroon claim to focus on poverty, none has actually 
assessedd the poverty level of their clients, none use any of the available tools to test their poverty level 
off  their clientele 
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excludedd from examination in this section because they had no formal status and were 
nott backed by legislation. In addition, they lacked attention to the issues of outreach 
andd financial sustainability crucial to effect substantial impacts. 

a)) The formal financial sector 
Theree is a long-standing consensus in the microfinance world that the 

participationn of formal financial institutions is crucial for widening access to credit to 
thee poor. In Cameroon, efforts to promote the participation of commercial banks in 
thee provision of credit to the poor have been met with littl e success. In a study 
conductedd on the rural financial institutions in Cameroon in 1996, the World Bank 
foundd that commercial banks were reluctant to participate in the provision of credit to 
low-incomee poor, except for "the commercialisation of coffee and cocoa, because of 
highh risks, lack of collateral and credit maturity length"(World Bank, 1996:30). By 
2001,, only three out of the existing 10 commercial banks operating in the country 
weree engaged in microfinance (Ernst & Young, 2001). These three banks were: 

Thee Banque Internationale du Cameroun pour L 'Epargne et Credit (BICEC), 
usedd as an intermediary by donors to channel funds to various financial cooperatives 
too on-lend to the poor. The first phase began in 1995 by the setting up of cooperatives 
underr the name of '"''Project de Credit Rural Decentralise (PCRD) by the Ministry of 
Agriculture.. This ended in 1998 and had led to the creation of 72 village savings and 
creditt associations reaching 10,000 members. The second expanded the scheme to 
1788 self-managed village savings and credit associations (CVECA) serving more 
40,0000 members in seven provinces in the country. The BICEC receive credit lines 
andd technical assistance from the French "Caisse Francaise de Developpement" 
(CFD)) - the main financial instrument for deployment of French development aid. 
Accordingg to a study by Ernst & Young (2001), the project did not achieve its 
objectivess of sustainability and reaching large number of rural people due to the 
inefficiencyy of the BICEC. It took too long, about two years for the Microfinance and 
Developmentt (MIFED) the NGO in charge of managing the CVECA to conduct the 
feasibilityy studies and to determine the viability of the scheme in an area. 

Thee second bank involved in microfinance is the Afriland First Bank 
previouslyy known as "Caisse Commune d'Espargne et d'Investissement" (CCEI) 
Bank.. The Afriland First Bank's main objective was to establish links between the 
formall  banking system and the informal savings mobilization among the rural 
populationss to promote a network of microfinance institutions known as "Mutuelle 
CommunautaireCommunautaire de Croissance" (MC2). The MC2 were registered as associations of 
aa financial nature under the 1992 Law dealing with cooperatives. The ability of the 
MC22 to link with a reputable commercial financial institution brought many benefits: 
first,first, it conveyed an image of legitimacy and continuity . Parts of the deposits 
mobilizedd from the members were deposited in the Afriland First Bank. The second 
benefitt stemmed from Afriland First Bank's ability to widen their capital base of the 
MC22 through recapitalization and credit lines made available by donors. The Afriland 
FirstFirst Bank provided not only technical assistance, but also helped to finance start-up 
costs.. Staff members revealed that the fact that the MC2 were perceived as 
communityy banks enabled rural dwellers to identify the MC2 schemes as a permanent 
institutionn rather than another tontine. This helped cement the rural confidence in their 

Followingg the financial sector crisis, many savings and loans cooperatives emerged to mobilise 
savingss from small savers. Unfortunately, many members saw their funds disappear when some of 
thesee cooperatives closed their doors without refunding depositors. 
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institutionn and has been critical for sustaining their growth and working towards 
financiall  sustainability. 

Finally,, the third commercial bank involved in microfmancing is the Union 
Bankk of Cameroon (UBC) established in 2000 by the Cameroon Cooperative Credit 
Unionn League (CAMCCUL). The main objective of this bank has been to offer its 
memberss some of the financial services its status of cooperative did not permit. 

Thee financial sector reform had not resulted in the anticipated result, that of 
linkingg the formal and informal financial sectors and promote the commercialisation 
off  micro finance. Fragmentation remained with the commercial banks focussing on the 
urbann richer clientele and the microfmance institutions targeting the entrepreneurial 
poorr (Ernst & Young, 2001). More recently, an increasing number of commercial 
bankss have been offering savings products to low-income individuals but refrained 
fromm lending to these poorer clients. 

b)) Microfmance Institutions 
Sincee the law on cooperative in 1992, the number of microfmance institutions 

operatingg in Cameroon has grown rapidly. In 2000 a total of 652 microfmance 
schemess of which 295 were from the CAMCCUL network, 190 were independent 
savingss and credit cooperatives, 90 belong to the CVECA network, 32 were from the 
MC22 network, 44 were of the type village banks and one created by TPE (Ernst & 
Young,, 2001:14). The different types of microfinance schemes are assessed not only 
forr their diversity, but also because of different ability and potential impact. For 
instance,, the CamCCUL network will be briefly examined because of its leading role 
inn the provision of microfinance in the country. The MC2 network is looked at 
becausee of its growing importance, particularly, its relative high ability to expand 
nationally.. The CABA is also examined and finally, a couple of women-focused 
microfinancee wil l also be assessed. Assessing the impact of these microfinance 
institutionss wil l be based on their level of outreach and sustainability. This is 
necessaryy in order to begin to assess their contributions to poverty reduction, gender 
equalityy and economic growth. 

1)) The CamCCUL network 
CamCCULL was the apex organization for the Cameroon credit union 

movement.. The CamCCUL was currently the largest and most experienced 
microfinancee institutions network operating in the Country. Its origins could be traced 
backk to the colonial period but the first credit unions were established in the 
Anglophonee areas (North West and South-West Cameroon), in 1963 with the support 
off  the Catholic missionary. CamCCUL focus had always been on mobilizing savings 
andd providing credit to their members. By 1968, the church withdrew from 
participationn and the 34 schemes existing in the English-speaking areas of Cameroon 
camee together to form the West Cameroon Credit Union League (WCCUL). In 1973 
thee WCCUL became the Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union League (CamCCUL). 
Sincee then, the league has expanded its coverage nationwide. In December 1996, 
CAMCCULL had more than 102,771 members in a network of 296 branches located in 
sevenn out of the ten provinces in the country (WB, 1996). By December 1998, 
CamCCULL network had 121,373 members in 336 branches. By December 2002, the 
movementt had 28593 registered credit unions with over 158,149 members in all the 
tenn provinces in Cameroon. The increase in the numbers of clients over the past years 

Thee issuing of COB AC licensing agreement explain the reduction in the number of branches. 
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wass been a result of the signing of the FIMAC and MPPF-CAM projects as members 
off  the network. CamCCUL main provides are savings, credit and insurance. 

Outreachh and focus on the poor 
CamCCULL has the largest membership and the largest number of branches 

implantedd in all the 10 provinces of the country. In 2002, 252 out of 336 licensed 
savingss and credit cooperatives belonged to CamCCUL. This illustrated the 
importanceimportance of the CamCCUL as the major source of micro finance credit to the poor. 
Thee distribution of the credit unions over the national territory was uneven, with the 
largee majority of the branches concentrated in the English speaking areas and very 
loww presence in the Far North. CamCCUL had more branches than any other 
microfmancee institutions in rural areas illustrating its ability to reach more poor 
clientss than any other formal or semi-formal financial institutions. In terms of depth of 
outreach,, CamCCUL did not necessarily focus on the poorer members of society. The 
networkk was not gender sensitive either, although they strived to develop specific 
programmess to promote women's participation. Mayoux (2001) found that despite 
CAmCCULL use of a gender policy and training since the early 1990s, women' 
participationn remained low. 

Sustainability y 
Withh regards to sustainability, CamCCUL's approach focuses on savings and 

lendd from their accumulated savings of members. Interest rates are also charged on 
loans.. It was argued that CamCCUL still faced loan delinquency explained to be the 
resultt of the lost of the movement's fund during the financial sector crisis, the high 
costt of supervision and distribution of credit. The affiliate of the league mobilized 
theirr funds from their members' savings. The league did not get funding for its 
lendingg activities but benefited from various forms of support such as the technical 
andd monitoring assistance provided by the Netherlands Volunteers Service (NVS) 
sincee 1968. During the 1990s, donors such as CIDA have been providing funding to 
strengthenn CamCCUL and its affiliates. CIDA has also provided funds to promote the 
provisionn of credit within the league by creating women-focused cooperatives. 

2)) The MC2 
Thee first "Mutuelle Communautaires de Croissance" (MC2) was set up in 

19922 with the aim to promote participation among its members by using a 
methodologyy that integrated the socio-cultural and religious habits of the community 
inn which it was implemented (ADAF, 1998). It was owned by the members of the 
communityy and was managed by a staff selected from within the community by the 
Boardd of directors. In 1998, Women represented around 20 percent of the active 
members.. Although they were very active in savings activities, women's share of the 
loanss was low (ADAF, 1998). In 1998, actions were taken to increase women 
participationn in the network. With funding from donors a special window for women 
calledd the Mutuelle Financiere des Femmes Africaines (MUFFA) or African 
Women'ss Mutual Financing was created. In general, MC2 enjoyed a rapid growth in 
thee number of branches as well as in the number of members resulting in a high level 
off  deposits. By 2001, MUFF A served a total of 346 clients, most of them urban 
clientelee (only 25 percent of its clients coming from rural areas. The MC2 have 
workedd hard to cultivate and maintain a reputation among rural communities as a 
reliablee source of financial services. This helped to reduce the mistrust of banks 
amongg the local populations after the collapse of the financial sector during the 1990s. 
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Justt as the credit unions of the CamCCUL, savings mobilization and credit 
provisionss constituted the core services provided by the MC2. Non-financial services 
suchh as training in business development, marketing or welfare sendees were not 
provided.. Interest rates were paid on the savings accounts. On the credit side, MC2 
offeredd both individual and group lending. In general, eligibility criteria for "loans to 
memberss were related to the level of the applicant's equity. This practice pushed 
memberss to increase their equity thereby giving MC2 a better chance to increase the 
loann package to its members. (ADAF 1998:8). 

Outreachh and focus on the poor 
Thee stated objectives of the MC2 were to fight poverty and to improve the 

qualityy of lif e of the poor by providing them with resources for the creation of self-
employment.. In terms of depth of outreach, most of the MC2 borrowers could not be 
consideredd poor by Cameroon standard of poverty. The extent to which the MC2 
reachedd the poor directly and increased their participation in the market processes and 
theirr empowerment had been limited. In terms of breadth of outreach, the MC2 served 
approximatelyy 25,000 members as of June 2002. Although its expansion was 
consideredd exceptionally good compared to other microfmance institutions that 
emergedd during the same period. The MC2 expansion is expected to be faster in the 
nextt 5 years period. The MC2 covered some of the remote villages that would 
otherwisee be left out from the credit programmes. As already noted, MC2 links 
borrowerss to the credit facilities of the commercial banks. MC2 branches were 
designedd to benefit all the members of the community, men and women, rural and 
urbann elites94 coming from the areas where the schemes were established. However, 
resultss of a study by the CIDA (2001) suggested the MC2 catered more for the 
financiall  needs of the middle-class. To reach the poorest of the poor, the MC2 has 
developedd a special product; the Solidarity Group Loan, which used the tontine 
systemm to provide small loans to very poor people. Despite its national coverage, the 
outreachh in terms of the number of clients was limited to make a significant impact on 
thee national economy. The MC2 had developed a national expansion plan that would 
helpp in the establishment of branches in all the provinces of the country. 

Sustainability y 
Ann MC2 branch was established when the local population put together about 

CFAF100 million. The Mutuelles Communautaires de Croissance mobilised their 
resourcess from: 

Equityy originating from the "external elite groups' and the local population 
whoo buy the shares of the MC2. External elite group hold the larger share of 
thee equity capital, but this situation tends to change overtime when the rural 
membershipp increases; 
Depositss from their members; 
Liness of credits: from Afriland First Bank, donor agencies such as the 
GATSBYY Charitable Foundation and London base NGO, Canadian 
cooperation;; and 
Grants:: for institutional capacity building support provided by the 'external 
elitee group' of the community, local NGOs, foreign NGOs (MESEREOR a 

944 The MC2 philosophy is to bring together the local (rural) population as well as the elite originating 
fromm the MC2 rural coverage areas in order to tab on the financial power of the elite but also to build 
trustt in the institution. 
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Germann NGO, international donor's agencies such as the Canadian 
cooperationn and two German institutions: DED and CIM). (ADAF, 1999:8) 
Thee MC2 opened its membership to a mixed clientele. Both the local 

populationn and the external elite group of the locality where the scheme was 
implantedd could participate. In so doing, the MC2 were able to mobilize large 
depositss from the wealthier members living outside the locality for the benefits of the 
poor.. This operational strategy also enabled the MC2 to alleviate some constraints on 
thee amount of capital available. Of the various sources of funds, savings generally 
accountedd for a substantial part of the capital. MC2 have enjoyed a rapid growth in 
thee number of branches as well as in the number of members resulting in a high level 
off  deposits. 

Accordingg to management, the MC2 can reach financial self-sufficiency 
withinn 3 years. Some branches such as the MC2 branch of Bajouma in the North of 
Muyukaa in the Southwest reached financial autonomy in less than a year. It is 
importantt to note that this exceptional success in achieving profitability was due to 
thee fact that the scheme was implanted in an area where there were successful 
enterprisess including the former state-development enterprises such as PAMOR, 
SOCAPALM.. Signing contracts with such companies enabled the MC2 to recover at 
thee source the campaign credit given to farmers (CIDA, 1999:22). MC2 branches 
receivedd financial assistance from a number of sources. For instance, Afriland First 
Bank's,Bank's, financial assistance to MC2 consisted of a participation of CFAF 15 million to 
helpp the creation of a branch, and re-capitalisation. The ADAF, a local NGO also 
providedd non-financial support to MC2 in the form of information, accounting, staff 
training,, action research and promotion. The MC2 provided loans at interest rates of 
100 to 17 percent per annum. Institutionally, it has shown consistency in applying its 
policies.. The MC2 branches have enjoyed subsidies of various forms: technical 
assistance,, grants etc. The evolution of four MC2 suggested that the rate of subsidy 
tendedd to fall with the age of the scheme. This has led to the expectation that 
dependencee on subsidies by branches would be eliminated after three years of being 
inn operation. The link between MC2 and Afriland First Bank had been crucial in 
helpingg to develop policies and procedures that helped the schemes to operate 
profitably.. Afriland First Bank provided regular training to MC2 staff thereby 
ensuringg the development of appropriate expertise in financial services. 

Inn order to be eligible for loans, individuals have to be members for at least six 
months,, be of good morality, have at least two guarantors or co-signers and not have 
anyy other loans. Loans are granted for many purposes: school fees, weddings, 
equipments,, inputs or home improvements. Productive activities are predominant and 
additionall  conditions are required for productive loans. Financing projects required a 
presentationn of a viable proposal and a personal contribution of at least 20 percent of 
thee cost of the project. Such personal guarantee could be in the form of cash or in 
nature.. Collateral was required for any types of loans. However, conscious of the 
difficultiess most members might face if conventional collateral was demanded, MC2 
requiredd two compulsory guarantors in order to obtain any loan. Loans were repaid 
monthlyy and the first loan was given for a maximum period of six months. The credit 
methodologyy was based upon the minimalist lending approach. More than 50 percent 
off  MC2 had a repayment rate of 100 percent which was the result of the social 
pressuree and the fact that the members' savings financed the loans. 

2)) Independent micro finance institutions 
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Theree are many small credit projects launched by cooperatives and other 
groupss of common interest to finance micro-enterprises in urban and rural areas. 
Somee of them are funded by donors such as the European Union, bilateral donors 
suchh as CDDA, multilateral agencies mainly the United Nations agencies such as 
UNDPP and IF AD. For example, the European Union had provided line of credit with 
thee central Bank (BEAC) to be used by commercial banks to on-lend to traders for the 
commercialisationn of export crops. The World Bank, the African Development Bank, 
andd the Caisse Francaise de Developpement (CFD) have also provided similar credit 
lines. . 

3)) Caisse Villageoises (CABAs) network 
Thee CABAs or villages banks began as a cooperative movement called the 

"Fonds"Fonds Commun d'Appui aux Organisaions de Base" (FOCAOB) established in 
1989.. They aimed at the development of low-income rural farmers, savings and 
credit.. This cooperative became an autonomous institution in 1995 and supported six 
CABAA or village banks in five provinces: Centre, East, West, Littoral and South-
west.. CABA received financial support from donors and European NGOs such as 
Actionn de Careme Suisse, SOS Faim, and Fratellini del Mondo. By 2001, FOCAOB 
hass 37 units with 2,431 members, nearly half of them women. By the same period, 
FOCAOBB had provided about 1,604 loans for education, housing and entrepreneurial 
activities. . 

Outreach h 
Thee CABA mobilizes prospective clients into groups of 25-40 members and 

extendss one loan to the group who then divides it amongst the members. Groups are 
self-managed;; mobilize savings from their members and charge interest rates on 
loans.. The CABA lending methodology has a high potential for effectively mobilizing 
thee rural poor and thereby have great promise of providing economies of scale. In 
termss of depth of outreach, the CABA are reported to reach the poorest sections of the 
population.. All CABAs are located in rural areas and membership fees are very low 
comparedd to the fees demanded by other microfinance institutions. To become 
members,, people have to buy at least one share FCFA 1000 and a payment of a 
membership'ss fees of FCFA 1000 (World Bank, 1996:41). Membership is also 
openedd to tontines. Women form 42 percent of CABA's members. In terms of breadth 
off  outreach, CABA has reached only 3000 members and as a result, has had a very 
limitedd impact on poverty reduction. 

Sustainability y 
Interestt rate charged on loans is 18 percent. Although the repayment rate is 

nearr 100 percent, the CABAs are not sustainable. The savings they have mobilized 
fromfrom their members, and the interest charged on the loans does not enable the 
institutionss to become financially sustainable. The low savings capacities of the 
CABAs'' members have hindered their sustainability as well as their expansion. 

4)) Women-focused schemes. 
Inn Cameroon, there are growing numbers of microfinance schemes targeting 

women.. Two types of women-focused MFIs will be looked at here in order to provide 
aa better understanding of their nature and impact. The two types included the CEC-
PROMM heavily supported by CIDA and two relatively independent and smaller MFIs: 
thee SOS Women and VEPDEF. 
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a.. CEC-PROM Mature 
Thee most successful women-focused schemes are the CEC-PROMs, supported 

byy the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). CIDA's involvement 
aimedd to improve the economic activities and the socioeconomic conditions of 
women.. According to Marie Claude Rioux (1999), CIDA's support for microfmance 
inn Cameroon follows three phases. 

Thee first phase began in 1991 with the creation of the "Productive Micro 
Projectss for Women" (MPPF-Cam) and ended in 1997. It was an experimental phase 
intendedd to build two pilot projects "Caisse d'Epargne et de Credit des Promotrices" 
(CEC-PROM)) in the municipalities Sa'a and Zoetele. The projects were implemented 
byy the Canadian agency OXFAM-Quebec and CamCCUL-CEC-PROM. The second 
phasee (1997-2000) sought to consolidate these structures to develop the economic 
activitiess of women through savings and loans cooperatives (CEC-PROMs) in the 
urbann areas of Douala and Yaoundé. The third phase (2000-2002) aimed to extend 
CEC-PROMM in rural areas. The project also enabled the creation of linkages between 
thee two CEC-PROMs and the CamCCUL network to benefit from the management 
andd proven administrative procedures and supervision of the network. 

Outreachh and focus on the poor 
Inn terms of breadth of outreach, CEDA has enabled the three centres to reach 

moree than 8000 members95. In order to expand outreach, membership at the CEC-
PROMM is opened to both women and associations. Loans financed micro activities 
suchh as food stalls, small manufacturing and cabinet making etc. In 2002, an impact 
studyy was conducted and the results showed that the objectives were met, but efforts 
hadd to be made in targeting the poorest women. While the CEC-PROM is the largest 
women-targetedd microfmance institution in the country, it is not accessible to poorest 
women.. The membership conditions are quite expensive for poorer women involved 
inn petty trade. To become members of CEC-PROM, women have to pay membership 
feess of FCFA 5000, buy at least two shares amounting to FCFA 10000, start a 
minimumm savings of FCFA 5000, and pay contribution fees of FCFA 4000 (that 
includee member booklet, statutes, rules and regulations etc). In addition, potential 
memberss need to buy a uniform at FCFA 10000, bringing the total initial membership 
contributionn to FCFA 34,000. For many poor women, this constitutes a sizeable 
investment,, especially taking into account that this investment does not automatically 
openn up access to credit. Members still have to demonstrate their ability to save 
beforee being eligible for loans. 

Sustainability y 
Althoughh members are required to save, the large proportion of loanable 

capitall  was funded by Canada in the form of soft loans. The high dependence of CEC-
PROMM shows that it is far from reaching sustainability. CamCCUL provides both 
administrativee training and financial supervision to the women's projects. It mainly 
supervisess the implementation of savings and credit policies. The Cooperatives have 
receivedd technical assistance in microfmance management such as advice on the size 
andd number of loans necessary for such program to remain financially viable and 
sincee the summer of 1998, both cooperatives have been making profits. Linking the 

955 CEC-PROM is argued to have help to create an estimated 40,000 jobs, based on the assumption that 
eachh microenterprise employed on average 5 persons. Around 4000 loans have been given to women. 
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CEC-PROMM has also helped to strengthen and empower CamCCUL in the delivery of 
productivee credit to women. 

b-- SOS Women 
SOSS Women was another women-focused micro finance institution created in 

19966 under the 1992 laws of Cooperatives96. It is a federation of autonomous savings 
andd credit associations each with its own assembly, board meeting and a committee of 
surveillancee and a director. The federation consists of 4 branches located in Yaoundé, 
Douala,, Bafia and Mbankomo. Its objectives are: 

Too help women work their way out of poverty; 
Too promote women's economic, social and political participation; and 
Too strengthen women' economic empowerment 
SOSS Women has a training center established with the financial support of the 

Frenchh cooperation. The association has provided trainings to girls and women since 
Junee 2000 and has since trained 50 people seeking work in information technology 
andd more than 50 additional members in the management of cooperative, micro 
project. . 

Outreach h 
Membershipp is opened to individuals and groups. In terms of depth of 

outreach,, most of SOS Women's clients can be characterized as falling below the 
country'ss national poverty line. SOS provides loans to women microentrepreneurs 
involvedd in activities such as petty trading, particularly the selling of foodstuffs in the 
marketss in both urban (Yaoundé and Bafia) and in rural areas. SOS Loan funds are 
exclusivelyy mobilised from members' savings and through the tontines. The 
methodologyy adopted requires members to demonstrate their ability to save before 
theyy become eligible for loans. In terms of breadth of outreach, membership continues 
too grow. By March 2003 the number of clients in the SOS Women network has 
increasedd to more than 3000 members. SOS is planning to expand nationwide; 
developp a training centre to become a sub-regional center for gender and women 
leadership.. The SOS Women does not provide any linkage between their numbers and 
formall  financial sector. 

Sustainability y 
Inn 1996, SOS Women had 236 members with a savings of 60 millions francs. 

Membershipp is subject to the payment of FCFA4000 and a payment of at least one 
sharee of about FCFA10.000. SOS women, as other smaller schemes face difficulties 
achievingg financial sustainability. SOS has a 90 percent loan repayment rate. As 
discussedd earlier, while some branches sustain their lending activities with the 
existingg customers, other branches such as that in Douala are unable to begin 
disbursingg loans to their members. The weak savings capacity of their members and 
thee financial costs associated with the building of new institutions has severely limited 
theirr ability to operate profitably let alone to reach financial sustainability. SOS 
Womenn had benefited from various types of small funding from donors (Israel 
embassy,, German Embassy, CEDA, French cooperation, ILO). It had also received 
financiall  support from the government, more specifically from the ministries of 
Women'ss Affairs, Ministry of Health, Agriculture, and Territorial Administration. 

966 SOS Women was licensed by the Ministry of Finance in July 2001 as a savings and loan Cooperative 
andd currently operates under the new legislation as a microfinance institution. It has applied for the 
COBACC licensing and is awaiting their decision. 
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Thee provision of non-financial services to their clients constitutes another strain. This 
financiall  strain is forcing SOS Women to rethink their methodology with a view to 
separatee lending operations from developmental activities. Mrs. Marie-Louise Pouka-
Seke,, national executive of the scheme reported that the main problem they faced 
stemmedd from the lack of adequate loanable funds resulting from the low savings 
capacityy of their members. She argued that more women would like to have access to 
creditt without having to save first. In addition, many women requested large-size 
loanss SOS Women was unable to satisfy because they had to ensure that their small 
fundss serviced a larger number of clients. She also deplored the lack of training in 
businesss skills and management, helping women to identify viable business 
opportunitiess and training to help them build their capacity. 

c-- VEPDEF (Femmes Volontaires pour la Promotion de I 'Education 
PopulairePopulaire a la Democratie, a la Paix et au Bien-être Economique ^ 

VEPDEFF was created in 1996 as an NGO by a group of unemployed 
professionall  women with the aim to improve the socio-economic position of women 
inn rural and urban areas. It operates as a savings and loan cooperative and is waiting 
forr the COBAC licensing to become a microfinance institution. Its objective is to 
workk for the emancipation of women and the young in rural and urban areas with 
particularr focus on their education and training in order to ameliorate their socio-
economicc conditions. Its members are women entrepreneurs and farmers. Its activities 
include: : 

Thee provision of business, marketing and technical training (i.e. business, 
marketing,, technical management, entrepreneurship, building of micro project, 
genderr and development, community health, IT, skill training in hair dressing, 
industriall  clothing); 
Thee provision of financial services aimed at strengthening existing savings and 
creditt groups. 

VEPDEFF uses the 'savings-first' methodology and provides loans to its members 
forr a period of 4 months to 1 year. VEPDEF uses rewards and sanction, such as access 
too larger loans and close monitoring respectively to ensure high repayments. 

Outreach h 
Inn terms of breadth of outreach, VEPDEF has 427 individual members, 18 

affiliatedd associations and 3 network members totaling more than 5000 individuals. 
Althoughh the network has 3 branches, only one is operational. Clients have to save at 
leastt 30 percent of the amount of loans as collateral before loan disbursement. In 
addition,, they also need a co-singer. These conditions have been cited as hindering the 
expansionn of the scheme. Most prospective members cannot afford to save for a long 
timee before getting access to credit. Although VEPDEF targets both rural and urban 
women,, it focuses mainly on small entrepreneurs living in rural areas, those falling 
withinn the category of Cameroonians living below the poverty line. In terms of depth 
off  outreach, new measures are been taken to reach poorest women. For instance, 
VEPDEFF has started to finance community farms by providing loans for two projects 
onee to cultivate corn in Loum and the other to farm pistachio in Abinyam. VEPDEF 
providess training to branch leaders on how to develop savings and loans into a 
cooperativee structure, how to hold meetings and mobilise savings. 

Sustainability y 
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Thee various branches have totally mobilised CFAF 10.753.000. As other small 
schemess such as SOS, VEPDEF is also experiencing financial problems linked to its 
weakk ability to mobilise savings. This constrains its ability to become sustainable. As 
aa result, VEPDEF continues to depend heavily on donors' funding to develop its 
financiall  services. VEPDEF has received both technical and financial assistance from 
donorss such as the Fondation Raiffeisen Beige (BRS), BRS - Fondation Raiffeisen 
Beige;; The Association pour Taction de Dévéloppement Communautaire en Belgique 
(AADC);; the Institut Superieur Panafricain d'Economie Cooperatives au Benin 
(ISPEC);; the "Federation des Initiatives des Femmes Africaines de France et 
d'Europed'Europe en France" (ÏFAFE) and the UNDP. It also worked in partnership with 
somee local NGOs and with ministries such as MINAT and MINCOF. In its 2002 
annuall  report, the Belgian Raiffeisen Foundation noted that it fully financed VEPDEF 
betweenn 2001 and 2002, and during 2003, it provided 85 percent of its funding. (BRS, 
Annuall  report 2002). VEPDEF has a clear idea of how outreach and sustainability can 
bee achieved. It charges interest rates of 5 percent per month on the loans. In spite of 
thiss relatively high interest rate, VEPDEF has not been able to become self-sufficient. 
Mrs.. Josiane N. Mbakop the executive director of VEPDEF deplored the lack of 
adequatee funding which hindered the expansion and sustainability of the scheme. She 
arguedd that they faced many difficulties in attracting new members and mobilizing 
savings.. According to her, the first problem was the lack of marketing. She argued 
thatt most women lacked the knowledge of the availability of finance. Therefore, 
smallerr schemes such as hers needed to advertise their existence. She noted that once 
womenn were informed of what a microfinance institution could do for them, they 
wantedd to join immediately in order to have access to credit. Consequently, she added 
thatt they needed to ensure that when women did join the organization, sufficient funds 
weree available to satisfy the growing demands for loans. She deplored their situation, 
notingg that, 

Organizationn such as the Grameen Bank was able to expand dramatically due to the 
availabilityy of large funding from donors. It is a pity we cannot benefit from similar 
generouss funding. Women need and ask for access to credit and I am very 
embarrassedd to tell them all the good things our credit scheme can do for them. Once 
informed,, women are often very eager to join our scheme and want ready access to 
credit.. It is very embarrassing for me to tell them we don't have the necessary funds 
too respond to their credit needs and that they have to save first, and be ready to 
collaterizee someone else before accessing credit themselves." 

Shee added that women were reluctant to save first before having access to 
creditt and furthermore, they resisted risking their savings to collaterise someone else. 
Thesee compounded the difficulties in expanding outreach and strengthening their 
financiall  base. This problem was further compounded by the reluctance of banks and 
donorss to provide financial support to small MFIs such as VEPDEF. Although 
VEPDEFF has an account with Afriland First Bank where they deposit the savings of 
theirr members, VEPDEF is still unable to have access to either loans or lines of credit 
fromfrom commercial banks. This also contributes to their low outreach. VEPDEF's 
objectivess for the next five-year plan (2003-2007) included: (i) efforts to increase its 
membershipp and savings mobilization; (ii) equip and make functional the remaining 
regionall  centres; (iii ) elaborate and put into action a programme of training adapted to 
thee members; (iv) negotiate and obtain an external line of credit in order to increase 
thee capacity to provide credit; (v) diversify membership and integrate a new 
dimensionn of women who move from income generating activities to small and 
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medium-sizee enterprises; (vi) strengthen cooperation with other microflnance schemes 
inn order to share experience; (vii) acquire a high performance management software 
andd a safe to secure members' funds; and finally create a better link between the 
differentt departments of the VEPDEF in order to capitalize on training and experience 
alreadyy acquired. 

Inn sum, the large majority of microflnance institutions in Cameroon use 
similarr methodologies. They begin by mobilizing savings before granting loans to 
theirr members. They use savings and guarantors as substitutes for collateral and 
employedd incentives (such as access to larger loans) and sanctions to ensure high 
repaymentss and reduce the transaction costs associated with providing small credit to 
thee poor. Microflnance institutions that have achieved success such as the CamCCUL 
andd the MC2 networks focus solely on the provision of financial services. They use a 
minimalistt credit delivery system and refrain from providing non-financial services, 
evenn in the form of accounting and book keeping training to their members. In 
contrast,, women-focused programmes have generally adopted an integrated approach, 
providingg in addition to financial services, other types of social and enterprise 
services.. Except for the CamCCUL network, MFIs are limited in scope and in scale. 
Mostt are geographically limited and can only reach a small number of clients, modest 
amountss of savings mobilized as well as credit disbursed. The main reason cited by 
thee independent MFIs for their limited scope and scale is the lack of financial 
resources.. The majority of microflnance institutions operating in Cameroon claim to 
workk towards the fulfillment of the Microflnance Summit goals which are: 1) 
reachingg the poorest; 2) reaching women; 3) building financial self-sufficiency and 4) 
ensuringg impacts. However, few of them have been successful in achieving these 
goals.. Schemes such as the MC2 or MUFF A cannot pretend to reach the poor if loan 
sizee was taken as proxy for income level. However, smaller, women-focused schemes 
suchh as VEPDEF and SOS Women offer loans below FCFA 100.000 to their 
memberss and can be argued to reach the poorest. With regards to reaching women, 
effortss by most microflnance institutions and particularly those having both male and 
femalee clientele are met only with limited success. In terms of sustainability, most 
microflnancee institutions have difficulties achieving this goal. 

Withh the exception of CamCCUL league, most microflnance institutions have 
existedd for less than a decade and despite the enthusiasm of the local population, their 
outreachh remains low. It was estimated that the microflnance sector represented FCFA 
35,77 billion in savings mobilisation, about 6 percent of total private savings of the 
entiree banking sector and 4,6 percent of the total loans provided to the private sector 
(FCFAA 25,2 billions). The total number of clients was estimated at about 200,000 
comparedd to 250,000 in the formal banking sector. Although microflnance institutions 
hass grown rapidly, their outreach remains extremely small compared to the potential 
demandd to lif t an estimated 6.4 million people97 out of poverty. However, this low 
levell  of outreach does not necessarily mean that microflnance has no impacts. 
Furthermore,, measuring in a meaningful way the impact of these institutions is further 
madee difficult due to the scarcity of impact studies. However, available information 
andd result from interviews confirms microflnance has positive impacts on the poverty 
off  the borrowers, particularly in terms of job creation, income increases etc. 

Withh an estimated population of 15 million and a 43 percent of people living below the poverty line, 
makesmakes about 6.4 million poor in Cameroon. 
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7.2.22 Impacts of microfinance on the objective of poverty reduction 
Whilee evidence abounds from studies of microfinance institutions in other 

countriess showing how microfinance contribute to poverty alleviation and economic 
growth,, littl e research has been conducted in Cameroon on such contribution. With a 
littl ee more than a decade into the implementation of microfinance in the country few 
impactt assessments of MFIs have been carried out and this hampered any meaningful 
evaluationn of the contribution of microfinance to poverty reduction. The recent 
Povertyy Reduction Strategy Paper published by the government of Cameroon in 
Augustt 2003 indicated that "the incidence of income poverty in Cameroon remain 
high,, affecting 40.2 percent of the population in 2001, which does, however, 
constitutee a marked 13.1 percent improvement over the 1996 level of 53 percent" 
(IMF,, 2003:xi). It is difficult to impute this reduction in poverty to the 
implementationn of microfinance in Cameroon. In fact, there is a debate as to whether 
microfinancee can actually eradicate poverty. Proponents of microfinance argued that 
itt was a crucial tool for the fight against poverty and point to the result of various 
impactt studies to support their view. However, some authors cast doubt on the ability 
off  microfinance to end poverty. For instance, von Pischke (1997) warned of the 
difficultiess in separating credit from other variables in credit such as training and 
consciousness.. For him, "all credit impact studies are at best limited or questionable, 
att worst fatally flawed". Yet other researchers have a more nuanced view, claiming 
thatt microfinance benefits poor participants as well as the local economy, but its 
aggregatee impact is often small. Khandker Shahidur (1998) in a study of microcredit 
programmee in Bangladesh found limited evidence of impact on poverty at the 
householdd level, but the larger-scale poverty reduction was not possible with 
microfinance. . 

Inn spite of the lack of data on the impact of microfinance in Cameroon, this 
sub-sectionn wil l attempt to assess the contribution of microfinance to poverty 
reduction,, particularly because the rationale for supporting microfinance in the 
countryy has been based on its assumed positive impacts in reducing poverty. 
Literaturee abounds with definitions of poverty but, for the purpose at hand, the 
assessmentt wil l be based on Cameroonians' own perceptions of poverty. A result of a 
participatoryy consultation with the population in 1995, most Cameroonians defined 
povertyy first and foremost as not having the material or financial resources to satisfy 
theirr basic needs such as food, housing, heath, etc. (IMF, 2003). The population also 
definedd poverty as: the lack of job, powerlessness, bad governance, social exclusion 
etc.. Hence, the assessment of the impact of microfinance on poverty reduction wil l be 
basedd on its ability to create employment, increase income, and empower the poor to 
takee control of their lives and good governance. 

a)) Contribution to job creation and income generation 
Thee creation of microenterprises has been crucial to generating and increasing 

thee income of the poor. Results from our interviews showed that members from 
microfinancee institutions used access to financial services to move from income 
generatingg activities into relatively sustainable market producers. Loans from 
VEPDEFF have enabled the members to expand their economic activities and to 
increasee their household income as exemplified by the experiences of Mrs. Tazengou 
andd other borrowers discussed in this research. As they strengthened and expanded 
theirr businesses, the poor reported increased income, assets and profits. Part of these 
profitss was invested into improving their household living standards through 
increasedd expenditure in food, health and children's education. Many borrowers, 
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particularlyy women reported that access to microfinance helped them to increase their 
householdd welfare, assets and personal savings. These improvements in turn enhanced 
thee human capital thereby contributing to poverty reduction of the borrowers. 

Thee creation of employment has always played an important in reducing 
poverty,, however, the ability of microenterpreneurs to be sustainable, to expand their 
businesses,, create new jobs by employing additional workers and to create linkages 
withinn the economy crucial to ensuring long-term poverty reduction (as well as a 
sustainablee contribution to economic development). Results from interviews with 
mostt borrowers suggested that the type of businesses created tended to be 
microenterprisess crowded at the bottom of the economic ladder, whether in terms of 
income,, productivity or integration in the national economy. Although the large 
majorityy of microenterprises created in the country enabled the poor to generate some 
incomee and cater for their basic needs, they lacked the crucial links to the mainstream 
economy.. Most microenterprises used basic technology to provide low quality 
productss to the local economy and rarely expanded into the national and export 
markets.. Although some microentrepreneurs reported using paid labour, when probed 
further,, it seemed that the employees were family members who hardly received any 
wages. . 

b)) Contribution to participatory democracy and good governance 
Cameroonianss also defined poverty as powerlessness and the inability to have 

theirr voices heard. The development of microfinance in Cameroon was based on the 
mobilisationn of the poor in self-help organisations such as the savings and credit 
cooperatives.. The laws and regulations defined these cooperatives as associations of 
personss who voluntarily came together to meet their economic, social and cultural 
needss through a jointly owned enterprise, contributing to the capital required, 
participatingg actively in its management and democratic control. The values of 
cooperativess (i.e., self-help, democracy, equality and solidarity) were assumed to 
promotee participatory democracy and good governance in the country. Through 
cooperatives,, microfinance had helped to organise and guide poor people towards 
helpingg themselves by finding solutions to their own financial problems. The creation 
off  over 600 savings and loans cooperatives can be seen as an illustration of the ability 
off  microfinance to bring the poor together. Although cooperatives operated according 
too the principle of democracy (one person one vote) there were no evidence of their 
contributionn to promoting democratisation and good governance in Cameroon. Credit 
andd Savings cooperatives on which most MFIs were based did not engage in the 
politicall  process. Their main objectives were to enable their members to mobilise the 
much-neededd financial resources they required to take control and ownership of the 
processs of lifting themselves out of poverty. Most schemes focused mainly on 
resolvingg individual (access to credit) rather than community problems. Few MFIs 
organisedd their members to bargain for collective issues such as higher prices for their 
products,, more access to credit and rarely engaged in collective struggles to change 
otherr inequalities in society. 

c)) Contribution to better access to social services. 
Thee poor also defined poverty as the lack of access to social services. Few 

microfinancee institutions provided social services such as health, education. 
Interviewss with borrowers confirmed that microfinance provided them with an 
increasedd ability to cope with the expenditure associated with medical crisis and 
accesss to basic healthcare. Mainly women borrowers confirmed the findings from 
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otherr studies that women used more of their income into the family budget on average 
thann men. They used more of their earnings to meet contingency needs such as 
medicall  expenditures. However, microfmance was inadequate to ensure quality 
healthcaree services the poor required. The increased savings and incomes were not 
largee enough to sustain their economic activities when the borrowers were confronted 
withh serious illness and death. 

d)) Contribution to the empowerment of the poor 
Cameroonianss also defined poverty as lack of assets (i.e. land, credit and other 

productivee resources). Access to assets was important to expand people potential to 
exploitt the opportunities to improve their lives and to exercise choice. Interviews 
confirmedconfirmed findings from other studies that access to microfmance provided the poor 
withh opportunities for self-reliance through entrepreneurship, increasing incomes and 
assets,, and providing a means of social empowerment for poor women and men in 
theirr communities. MFIs were also seen as providing a training ground for the poor 
whoo learned to participate, exercise their voice, demand accountability thereby 
contributingg to the improvement of good governance in their country. It was not 
possiblee to assess the contribution of microfmance to good governance, as MFIs did 
nott engage in politics. Although it was assumed that the democratic approach used by 
MFIss (one-person-one voice) could strengthen good governance which in turn could 
enhancee growth prospects. Microfmance helped to promote free choice. People were 
freee to join whatever credit scheme they liked. But, there was no evidence of MFIs 
enablingg their clients to negotiate with government or other community or private 
associationn to address their issues and improve their collective situation. Microfmance 
enabledd the poor to build skills (business and financial), increase their income, and 
buildd self-confidence and experience which in turn fostered participation in society. 

Inn sum, access to microfmance contributed in their struggle against poverty by 
enablingg increases in income, improved living conditions, and reducing their 
dependency.. But as already mentioned, such gains were at the level of individual 
borrowers.. It was beyond this study to assess impact of microfmance on poverty 
reductionn at the national level. 

7.37.3 Contribution of microfinance to women's empowerment 
Whilee both men and women have benefited from access to financial services, 

womenn have generally less access to microfmance. In Cameroon, women's 
participationn in microfinance institutions remains limited. Awareness of this fact has 
ledd most microfinance institutions to adopt gender policies in their activities in order 
too improve not only the participation of women and their benefits in terms of 
empowerment.. This section explores the contribution of microfinance to the 
empowermentt of women. We first need to review the various frameworks for a 
gender-sensitivee microfinance, before examining how gender issues are addressed in 
microfinance. . 

7.3.11 How gender-sensitive are Cameroonian microfinance institution s 
Onee of the rationales for the provision of microfinance is that it empowers 

womenn (and the poor), giving them the confidence, and the ability to play a larger role 
inn controlling their own lives. In fact there is a consensus that microfinance should 
havee a gender focus to have an effective impact in terms of empowerment and poverty 
eradication.. Gender issues in microfmance have often been associated with women's 
limitedd access to financial services. As a result, a growing number of MFIs are 
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specificallyy targeting women as a way of integrating gender in their programmes. 
Genderr issues are more complex and cannot be reduced to women's limited access to 
microfmance. . 

a)) Gender issues in microfmance 
Whilee the majority of Cameroonian men are just as disadvantaged as women 

becausee they also lack access to financial services, women often face additional 
constraintss related to their gender. Gender issues in microfmance range from limited 
accesss to financial services to the relationships between men and women in the 
households,, communities and in society at large. They are also associated with the 
discriminatoryy laws, policies, customs and practices that impede not only access to 
resources,, but women's ability to take control of their lives (education and 
participationn in social and political institutions). For instance, providing access to 
creditt to women without due attention to the relationships within the household can 
resultt in negative impacts on the empowerment process. Increased access to financial 
servicess can end up shifting the burden of providing for the family to women if men 
themselvess are discriminated from access to credit. While there was recognition that 
microfinancee can make a contribution to empowerment, many gender issues were 
oftenn left unresolved and various programmes attempted to address them differently. 
Thee last decade has seen the development of few gender-sensitive approaches to 
microfinancee such as: "Integrating a Gender Perspective in Microfinance in ACP 
Countries"Countries" by Helen Binns (1998); Susan Johnson's "Gender and Microfinance: 
GuidelinesGuidelines for good practice" (1997); or the SEAGA "Guide to Gender-sensitive 
Microfinance""  (Boro et al, 2002) 

b)) Gender-sensitive approaches to microfinance 
Somee authors have warned of the danger of assuming that increasing the 

numberss of women having access to microfinance or creating women-focused MFIs 
OR R 

resolvee gender issues (Binns, 1998, Johnson 1997 ; Mayoux, 2001; Boros et al, 
2002).. The implication is that the creation of a special window - MUFFA - to reach 
moree women within the MC2 did not make them gender-sensitive. Similarly, the 
creationn within CamCCUL, of the CEC-PROMs, did not make these institutions 
gender-sensitive.. By the same token, women-focused schemes such as VEPDEF or 
SOSS Women could be classified as gender sensitive microfinance because as Boros et 
all  point out, 

Havingg exclusively male or female projects does not mean that there are no gender 
issues.. There may still be important gender issues and gender bias may exist in 
servicee delivery. For instance, some members of the community or society may be 
adverselyy affected and excluded by a microfinance programme, not being vocal or 
powerfull  enough to express their needs (Boros et al, 2002) . 

Itt has even been argued that women-focused microfinance institutions might 
furtherr exacerbate gender inequalities. Helen Binns (1998) notes that, 

988 Johnson, S (draft, 14, August 1997) Gender and Microfinance: Guidelines for best practice. 
http://www.soc.titech.acjp/icm/wmd/gendersjonson.html l 
999 FAO's Socio-Economic and Gender Analysis programme (SEAGA) provides a set of practical tools 
andd a framework for undertaking socioeconomic and gender analysis which objectives aim: 1) to 
strengthenn socioeconomic and gender analysis capacities; 2) to provide policy-making methods and 
tools;; and 3) to sensitise people to the need to undertake gender analysis. 
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Women-targetedd finance programmes are not gender-sensitive since they exclude 
men.. Although these programmes may be justified as a positive measure to bridge the 
majorr gender gap, one must consider the possible perverse effects if men have no 
accesss to credit, such as hijacking of loans by men, household violence and/or 
delegationn of income responsibilities from men to women (Binns 1998). 

Inn addition, there is a danger that having women-focused microfmance 
institutionss might lead governments to disengage themselves from providing women 
withh more economic opportunities and basic social rights. Thus instead of establishing 
women-targetedd credit schemes or having a special window to cater for women needs, 
gender-sensitivee microfmance seeks to be inclusive rather than exclusive to provide 
servicess that are attractive to both men and women. As Boros et al point out, 'Taking 
intoo account the needs and constraints of both women and men when designing and 
deliveringg finance, helps to ensure gender sensitivity'. They added that a gender-
sensitivee microfmance institution is inclusive rather than exclusive in order to 
promotee greater participation of women in economic development and ensure both 
menn and women work in changing unequal power relations. 

However,, poor women are often confronted with many gender-specific 
obstacless such as discriminatory laws, policies, customs and practices that not only 
impedee their access to productive resources, but also seriously affect the nature and 
extentt of their empowerment. Thus Susan Johnson (1998) notes that a gender-
sensitivee microfmance, 

Meanss recognising the position of women in relation to men as actors in society: in 
thee context of husbands and families; local community and authority and more 
broadlyy their position in society at the national level as governed by laws and custom. 
Thenn it is necessary to act to support women to overcome the obstacles they face in 
thesee relationships which prevent them from achieving what they wish for themselves 
withh financial services (Johnson 1997:1). 

Therefore,, a gender-sensitive microfmance should address the gender-based 
constraintss - economic, financial, and socio-cultural and political/legal - faced by 
womenn at the individual, household level, the wider community/national as well as 
internationall  level (Johnson 1997). But, resources constraints do not only affect 
women.. According to the SEAGA framework, the resources and constraint should be 
includedd in the analysis because they affect not only women, but also all the other 
actorss or stakeholders involved in microfmance (state, donors, MFIs, other 
communities,, organizations, the borrowers and their partners). As the experiences of 
VEPDEFF and SOS Women showed, mmicrofmance institutions also face various 
constraintss that can be economic, socio-cultural or/and political. We have already 
discussedd the ways financial constraints hinders the ability of these two women-
focusedd microfmance institutions could adequately address gender issues in their 
programmes.. Similarly, the regulatory framework that focuses on the achievement of 
financiall  sustainability means that most programmes are reluctant to cater for the 
needss of the poorest members of their community or provide non-financial services to 
theirr clients who need them. 

Too be gender-sensitive involves the willingness to address the various 
inequitiess the borrowers face; hence the calls to mainstream gender issues at all levels 
off  microfmance implementation. The implication is that macro level policies, 
legislationn and regulations that govern microfmance activities should be made gender-
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sensitive.. In Cameroon, these macro level policies have been gender-blind. Despite 
thee awareness that women have littl e access to financial services, there has been no 
specificc effort at the macro level to make microfmance gender-sensitive. As already 
statedd in chapter four, the government of Cameroon with the assistance of donors had 
beenn developing since the early 1990s policies to promote an efficient rural financial 
institution,, capable of providing sustainable access to financial services to the poor. 
Thesee policies have focused on creating an enabling environment with no barriers 
impedingg the participation of individuals, even the very poor. Anybody can become 
memberr of a MFI, participate in savings mobilizing and benefit from loans. While this 
approachh to microfmance has been favourable to the expansion of microfmance 
institutionss and the number of poor having access to financial services, it has not 
necessarilyy been gender-sensitive. For instance, in spite of the rhetoric of concerns for 
women'ss empowerment and gender equality, no specific legislation or measures has 
beenn developed to encourage or facilitate women's participation in financial services. 
Thee government has yet to repeal laws hindering women's access to and control of 
assetss such as credit, land and technology. The marriage law has remained in force, 
despitee the fact that it prevents women from having equal rights to control assets and 
usee them as collateral as men. In order to draw more funding to promote women's 
economicc activities, the ministry of Women's Affairs which work it is to ensure the 
equalityy of gender in the country has been acted as an intermediary between women's 
grassrootss organizations and donors to mobilise external funding on behalf of women. 
However,, the level of support it has provided to women-focused microfmance 
institutionss has been very limited. When support is provided, it has often tended to be 
onn patron-client basis. 

Att the intermediate level, it is also argued that gender issues have to be 
mainstreamedd in microfmance institutions in order to increase the participation of and 
thee benefits to women. In Cameroon, the two largest microfmance institutions are 
mixedd programmes: the credit unions of CamCCUL and the MC2 networks. While 
theyy target both men and women, the type of services offered did not allow them to 
reachh women and men equally. These two largest MFIs have focused mainly on 
workingg towards sustainability and have limited their services to the provision of 
financiall  services only. They seldom provide non-financial services such as training 
managementt skills or leadership opportunities that could encourage women's 
empowerment.. Only women-targeted MFIs attempt to provide non-financial services 
too their clients. At the CEC-PROM for instance, gender issues are mainstreamed into 
thee management. New members of CEC-PROM have to follow within two weeks 
compulsoryy information training aimed at providing more detailed information on the 
missionn of programme, the products and aims, to allow new members to know, and 
learnn their rights and obligations. VEPDEF and SOS Women have clear gender 
objectivess and goals. Despite their efforts at mobilising savings, the existing 
economicc environment characterised by high level of poverty does not enable their 
clientss to save more to allow VEPDEF and SOS Women to implement their gender 
policies.. Mayoux argues that the conditions of microfmance delivery affect women's 
abilityy to use microfmance to increase and control income. She argues that making 
repaymentt schedules and interest rates flexible could maximise impact on incomes 
andd increase women empowerment. There did not seem to be any understanding of 
genderr issues and women's rights by the MFIs and no commitment to equality for 
women.. It is also argued that gender-sensitive microfmance should take into account 
thee power relations between men and women in the household and the community. 
Withinn households for instance, husbands and wives are involved in bargaining over 
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resourcess and their priorities and ways they access and allocate their resources should 
bee taking into consideration by MFIs when delivering their services. It is in this 
contextt that the various frameworks argue that discussions should take place between 
menn and women to determine their access to resources and that assets bought with 
moneyy from the loans should be registered under the name of women or in joint name. 

Microfmancee institutions operating in Cameroon display various inadequacies 
inn the ways the addressed gender issues in microfmance. This has affected not only 
thee ability of women to access financial services, but also the extent of their 
empowerment. . 

7.3.22 Impact of microfmance on women's empowerment 
Inadequatee gender focus by microfmance programmes in Cameroon does not 

meann these programmes have no impact in terms of empowerment. This sub-section 
exploress the ways in which microfmance programmes contribute to women's 
empowerment.. Interviews confirmed that access to credit had enabled women to set 
upp small enterprises which had often resulted in increases in income. Result of a 
surveyy conducted with members of the SOS Women suggested that access to 
microfmancee contributed to women's empowerment in a number of ways. 

Respondentss reported that access to microfmance increased their opportunities 
too engage or strengthen their economic activities. The survey confirmed the fact that 
clientss of microfmance institutions are not a homogeneous group. In the case of SOS 
Women,, the majority of clients, about 63 percent, were engaged in petty-trading and 
hadd no additional sources of income; 13 percent of the members were engaged in 
wagee employment with microfmance providing only a supplementary source of 
income.. A further 13 percent of SOS Women clients were engaged in agriculture in 
additionn to their income generating activities and the rest of the members were retired. 

Thee survey confirmed that microfmance empowered women by enhancing 
theirr ability to increase their income. About 83 percent of SOW Women' members 
reportedd that access to microfmance helped to increase their incomes and only 17 
percentt reported a decrease in their revenues. Thus access to microfmance clearly 
enabledd women to enjoy economic independence. In addition, most women reported 
controll  over their increased income. 

Participationn in microfmance programme enabled women to make 
contributionn to their family welfare in terms of better education, improvement in 
housingg and food security. With regards to how increased incomes were spent, 40 
percentt of members reported that the income earned from their activities were spent 
onn health care of the family; while 33 percent of their income were spent on food and 
thee remaining 27 percent went into financing the education of their children. Women 
alsoo reported that despite the various demands on their income, they reinvested about 
422 percent of their income in their business ventures. Further discussions revealed that 
womenn viewed reinvestment as extremely crucial for helping them to maintain the 
businesss going on producing income that would ensure the repayments of loans. 

Women'ss ability to increase their income or their control over income has a 
positivee effect on their empowerment, particularly their self-confidence, status, and 
bargainingg power within their households. Respondents to our survey reported that 
accesss to credit led to an increase in income, contribution to household wellbeing, 
whichh led to increased self-confidence which in turn enhanced their ability to confront 
genderr inequalities. For instance, most petty traders argued they were able to 
negotiatee better prices with their suppliers. As regard bargaining power within 
households,, almost all respondents reported participating in major decisions in their 
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householdss including, those related to the education of their children due to their 
increasingg contribution in these areas. Respondents also reported to have complete 
controll  over the use of the credit. They decided alone in what activity to invest the 
moneyy however, this situation changed when the loan sizes were larger. Women's 
accesss to microfinance had been crucial to their ability to gain power relative to men. 
Economicc empowerment was taken here to mean participation in market production, 
increasedd income that lead to increased economic decision-making power in the 
house,, the market as well as increased expenditure in the household which in turn lead 
too higher self-esteem, confidence and more respect from others. 

Accesss to microfinance led to an increase in assets. 66.6 percent of the 
respondentss reporting an increase in the assets of their businesses. Assets were signs 
off  increasing wealth and were crucial for further access to credit as they could be used 
ass collateral. Women reported that with increased income, they were able to invest in 
timesavingg appliances such as food processors, refrigerators etc. Participation led to 
thee borrowers increasing their personal savings. 75 percent of women reported an 
increasee in their savings. The survey did not assess the impacts of access to 
microfinancee in terms of political empowerment for the simple fact that during the 
preliminaryy discussions preceding the drawing of the survey questionnaires, it was 
madee clear that microfinance institutions operating in Cameroon did not have a 
politicall  agenda. They did not discuss political issues and did not incorporate legal 
andd political discussions in their operations to encourage women's participation either 
inn their community or in politics. Microfinance activities did not encroach on political 
power. . 

Evidencee from other studies also suggested that microfinance contributed to 
thee empowerment of women. For instance, Linda Mayoux (2002) found that access to 
financiall  services by the members of Mbonweh Women's Development Association 
"enabledd them to achieve a degree of financial independence and the confidence to 
plann for their future" (Mayoux, 2002:7). Specifically, women were empowered 
economicallyy through their participation in market production, their ability to earn 
independentt income, their control over income, strengthening their experience and 
accesss to financial services contributed to strengthening women's economic capacities 
andd their autonomy. Mayoux also found that access to financial services also 
contributedd to changes in gender relationships in the family. She also notes that 
womenn were also empowered socially and politically. However, women were able to 
renegotiatee gender relations on a more individual level (2002:8). 

Whilee women reported been empowered as a result of their access to 
microfinance,, in-depth interviews with some women were necessary to assess the 
naturee of empowerment. Results revealed that women did exercise more power than 
before.. They displayed enhanced self-confidence, self-esteem, enjoyed increased 
respectt in their family and community; they even had increased economic autonomy. 
Theirr roles and responsibilities had also changed. They were assuming the role of 
breadwinnerr but the respect and bargaining power they gained did not fundamentally 
alterr their subordinate position in society. Microfinance had limited impact on the 
goall  of achieving gender equality. 

7.47.4 Contribution of microfinance to economic development 
Increasingly,, a new consensus is emerging among microfinance practitioners, 

donorss and experts that microfinance is not simply about providing small loans to the 
poor;; it is also a development tool. The question here is the extent to which 
microfinancee contributed to economic development by helping to absorb large mass 
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off  unemployed, to become the seedbed for entrepreneurship development, enhance an 
efficientt resource allocation in the economy. 

a)) Creation of new jobs 
Microenterprisess created by MFIs borrowers constituted a significant 

proportionn of Cameroon's economic activity. Access to microfinance helped to absorb 
aa significant percentage of the labour force and in this sense, contributed to economic 
development.. A CIDA study notes that 80 percent of new jobs created in the early 
1990ss were in the informal sector. Although nothing is known on how many of these 
jobss were created as a result of people participation in microfinance, observation and 
limitedd evidence questions the ability of the microenterprises created to contribute 
substantiallyy to the achievement or maintenance of a sustainable economic 
development.. Most microenterprises were crucial to the production, consumption and 
locall  trade in goods and services, but few had the ability to growth, created forward 
andd backward linkages in the economy or simply to create additional employment for 
peoplee in the communities. The creation of new jobs remained important to 
development,, and often played a crucial role in macro-level policy. Interviews backed 
observationn that most microenterprises created by borrowers represented survival 
strategiess used by those lacking employment opportunities elsewhere. Emerging 
evidencee suggested that most jobs created were self-employment ones, the vast 
majorityy of which tended to be at subsistence level. Fewer microentrepreneurs showed 
thee potential to grow their enterprises into small, then medium and ultimately into 
largerr enterprises with the capacity to absorb additional employment. As already 
suggested,, when borrowers claimed to have employed wage labourers, it turned out 
thatt they were family members who seldom received any proper wages for their 
services.. In fact, most so-called employees were paid in kind in the form of further 
education,, accommodation and food and sometimes, pocket money in return for 
helpingg in the businesses. Microfinance helps to disguise high unemployment in the 
country.. However, to the extent that an increasing numbers of MFIs are educated 
individuals,, there is hope that they are more growth oriented and will be able to 
developp their small businesses and graduate them to small and medium-scale 
enterprises. . 

b)) Seedbed for entrepreneurship development 
Inn the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (IMF, 2003:173) the IMF documents 

aa variety of problems that limit the ability of microenterprises. The Paper argued that 
thee lack of markets, low productivity, limited insertion in the economy and important 
constraintss hindered the ability of microenterprises to graduate to small-enterprises. 
Whilee microfinance played an important role in the survival of microenterprises, and 
contributedd directly to poverty alleviation, it rarely promoted graduation to small 
enterprises.. In addition to credit, microfinance clients needed training such as in basic 
marketing,, financial, leadership, management skills, etc, which were seldom 
provided.. The small size of microfinance loans hindered, if not precluded the insertion 
off  microenterprises into the market. Most women microentepreneurs used low 
technologyy which limited their productivity and helped to keep them in the informal 
sectorr rather than facilitating their integration into the formal economy. 

c)) Enhancing efficient resources allocation 
Microfinancee institutions have grown in the country to disburse almost the 

samee percentage of loans to their clients as commercial banks. Although their 
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outreachh was still limited in relationship to the demand, it helped to extend financial 
servicess to large number of microentrepreneurs who otherwise would not have access 
too financial services. By building on cooperative approach, microfinance institutions 
encouragedd the creation and expansion of large number of poor hitherto excluded 
fromfrom the formal financial system. Despite their limited outreach they still contribute to 
ann efficient resource allocation by helping the creation of new legally recognized 
institutionss that are proving to be more stable and are working towards sustainability. 
Thee small-accumulated savings in MFIs have helped to further resource allocation in 
societyy by making available credit to the poor thereby expanding their opportunities to 
createe income-earning opportunities for themselves. However, the persistence of 
povertyy in the country only highlighted the fact that the resources mobilized by the 
poorr themselves through the various MFIs were not large enough to satisfy the 
growingg demand for microfinance services by the millions of the poor and near-poor 
whoo needed them. For microfinance to achieve massive outreach over the long term, 
thee MFIs should be able to tap commercial sources of funding, including the deposits 
off  the public. Linkages with commercial banks aimed to widen access to capital but 
alsoo to create strong and viable institutions. Most Cameroonian microfinance 
institutionss have seldom been able to connect with financial markets because they 
couldd not fulfil l the basic requirement of achieving financial sustainability. The level 
off  poverty, the inability to expand rapidly into remote areas cast doubt to the extent to 
whichh they can promote an efficient resource allocation needed for the development 
processs of the country. 

Thiss discussion suggests that while microfinance can enable the poor to reduce 
theirr poverty, enjoy enhanced living standards and improved confidence and self-
esteem,, there is littl e evidence that it contributes to enhancing sustainable 
developmentt in the country. Furthermore, the experience of countries like Bangladesh 
castt further doubt on the ability of microfinance to spur economic growth in 
Cameroon.. In countries like Bangladesh that have been implementing microfinance 
forr a longer period and where outreach is extensive some authors have found littl e 
evidencee microfinance actually contributed to poverty reduction (Khandker, 1998). In 
spitespite of nearly thirty years of implementing microfinance and reaching millions of 
poorr individuals, Bangladesh remains one of the poorest countries in the world. It is 
estimatedd that more than 10 million Bangladeshi poor are reached with microfinance 
andd instead of graduating to larger, more profitable businesses, most of these 
borrowerss remain microentrepreneurs. Thus, to empower women and achieve gender 
equality,, microfinance must be gender-sensitive, that is, it must take into account the 
issuess related to access to financial resources as well as issues related to power 
relationss within households, markets, communities and national and international 
economies.. This brings into question the claim that microfinance not only empowers 
thee poor and women, but leads to changes in power relations in their favour. What 
typee of power various stakeholders exercise and what is the nature of change and who 
ultimatelyy benefits? 

7.57.5 Nature of power exercised by the stakeholders: who benefits the 
most? most? 

Inn microfinance research, the notion of power is very visible. In almost all 
discussionss of microfinance, the concept of empowerment is evoked with the 
expectationn that access to microfinance turns hitherto destitute and subordinate people 
intoo agents with the power to successfully challenge power inequalities in society and 
bringg about change in their favour. The implication is that major changes in society 
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suchh as the eradication of poverty, the achievement of gender equality and sustainable 
developmentt are presented as achievable from the actions of poor people themselves. 
Withh access to microfinance, individual borrowers are able to make changes in their 
dailyy lives and when these changes are added together they can transform society at 
large.. This shifting of emphasis from the state power to the power and capacity of the 
poorr and women in society in bringing about change in their lives, their communities 
andd in society at large, often removed attention from critically questioning the nature 
off  power the poor and women are able to exercise, let alone the power exercised by 
governmentss and donors. In most contemporary literature on microfinance and 
economicc development, the power of poor and women are touted and littl e attention is 
spentt on scrutinizing whether they are really able to transform unequal power 
relationss in their favour? This section examines the nature of power microfinance in 
enablingg Cameroonian poor and women to exercise as well as the type of change they 
aree able to bring about. For instance, taking into account that poverty reduction and 
women'ss empowerment are about transforming power relations, we need to know the 
directionn of change. In other words, who benefits the most from the transformations 
broughtt about by the implementation of microfinance? Such an examination fits in 
Foucault'ss concept of power which he argues is diffused throughout society. This 
doess not mean that power is distributed equally among various social actors. In fact, 
Foucaultt asserts that power relations can be asymmetrical. As already suggested, the 
notionn that microfinance increases the poor capacity to satisfy their individual and 
familyy needs, empowers women as well as contributes to the development of their 
societiess need to be unpacked. We need to investigate the nature of power exercised 
byy different stakeholders (the government and donors, microfinance institutions and 
thee borrowers) involved in microfinance. Who ultimately benefits from the 
implementationn of microfinance? Does the increased ability of the poor and women to 
exercisee power enable them to share power equally in the household, community, and 
nationall  and international levels? 

Thee extent and scope of the poor and women exercise of power are examined 
att the three dimensions (economic, social and political) of power and at the three 
levelss of: power to, power within and power with. 

7.5.11 Power exercised at the micro level 
Foucault'ss concept of power is particularly useful in documenting the ways in 

whichh power is exercised at the micro level of society. His concept of power is 
particularlyy useful for conceiving the marginalized people not as powerless victims, 
butt as people with power, able to affect forces that subordinate them. For instance, 
manyy studies of microfinance institutions have documented the many ways the poor 
andd women wield power. The emerging evidence from this research also confirms 
findingss from other studies that the poor and women have been empowered as a result 
off  their access to microfinance. In fact, it can be argued that microfinance has enabled 
thee poor and women in particular to exercise more power than before. The gains 
accumulatedd enabled them to begin to challenge unequal power relations. Access to 
microfinancee has enabled borrowers to participate in the market economy. While such 
gainss have been important, they should not prevent the questioning of the extent to 
whichh they have changed the nature power relations in society. Do the poor men and 
womenn share equal power in Cameroon? Are their voices heard and their needs taken 
intoo account in the policies? 

a)) Economic empowerment 
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Duringg this research, it was evident that those who participated in 
microfinancee programmes could exercise more power than before. Emerging evidence 
suggestedd that MFIs clients exercised with varying degree of success three different 
typess of power: power to, power within and power with. 
Att the individual level, access to financial services helped the borrowers, particularly 
womenn to enhance their power to control their labour, assets, and body and to take 
controll  of their lives. However, women and most poor in Cameroon still do not have 
accesss to formal financial services. Borrowers reported that microfinance helped to 
buildd their economic capacities, enhancing their power to take advantage of new 
opportunities.. Access to microfinance enabled people living in poverty to undertake 
microenterprisess to generate self-employment, build their experience and confidence 
inn managing businesses, build assets, invest in the communities and contribute to 
development. . 

Mostt of the power exercised by women at the economic level was limited at 
thee individual level. In the market for instance, the microentrepreneurs were at the 
bottomm of the ladder. The products sold and the level of competition they faced 
affectedd the nature of power they exercised. Interviews revealed that most 
microentrepreneursmicroentrepreneurs had difficulties sustaining over the long-term their economic 
gains.. The relative small loans were reported to be inadequate for helping borrowers 
too upgrade their production processes or to simply graduate to other more profitable 
businesses.. As regards women, they faced additional difficulties associated with their 
gender.. For instance, the types of assets women accumulated did littl e to increase 
theirr ability to get access to commercial bank credit that still preferred landed 
propertiess as collateral. Microfinance tended to keep the majority of borrowers 
trappedd in a vicious cycle of micro loans, marginal activities, low returns and low 
savings. . 

Att the collective level, women and the poor were unable to exercised power 
with,, or the collective power necessary to bring about fundamental change in the 
familyy and institutions such as the family, market, community and state. For instance, 
theyy were still unable to work collectively towards addressing issues related to 
inequalitiess including that of gender. Microfinance has also enabled the poor and 
womenn to exercised the power to access financial services. Their participation in the 
financiall  sector was transforming the way financial services are provided. But this did 
nott mean less discrimination. Although some microfinance institutions such as MC2 
andd MUFFA claimed to link their clients to bank credit, such examples were very 
limited.. Women and the poor constituted the large share of market actors in the 
informall  sector but were still excluded access from formal credit. The power the poor 
andd women exercised has yet to ensure that institutions worked better for them. It can 
bebe argued that microfinance enabled women to exercise the power within100, which is 
gainedd through increased experience and confidence in managing productive 
activities,, large sum of money as well as their incomes. Similarly, borrowers were not 
ablee to exercise power with (collective power) to transform the structures that 
subordinatedd them. The reluctance by borrowers to attend group meetings reduced 
theirr opportunities to share experiences and problems, and get support from each 
other.. This in turn affected their ability to articulate any collective interest and seek 
change.. The poor and women in particular were still not able to create collaborative 
linkss with other groups and other development actors, such as NGOs or the private 

Powerr within is associated with self-esteem, self-confidence, and enhanced status in society. 
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sector,, to enhance their political clout, lobby to have their voices heard and their 
interestss taken into account at the meso and macro levels. 

b)) Social empowerment 
Womenn also reported increased self-confidence power within which in turn 

helpedd to enhance women's ability to confront gender inequalities. Power relations 
withinn home and the community improved but did not fundamentally change. For 
instance,, much of women's burden could not be addressed by micro finance. Access to 
microfinancee did not lead to a reduction of women's domestic workload. In fact, 
interviewss with women confirmed the fact that they continued to be primarily 
responsiblee for most household shores in addition to caring for the children, the sick 
andd the elderly members. Profits from microenterprises could not enable them to hire 
helpp to take care of some of the household responsibilities so that they could focus 
moree on market activities. The emerging result from this study showed that in terms 
off  decision-making power within the family, women were able to voice their 
opinions;; ideas could be debated but the men often took the ultimate decisions and the 
wivess ensured their application. There are no sharing of the roles and responsibilities 
withinn the home. 

Forr the poor and women to wield power and change the structures that 
oppressedd them, they needed to join forces. In Cameroon, MFIs are joining forces 
withh global network of microfinance practitioners and advocates in order to grain 
information,, technical assistance and funding. 

c)) Political empowerment 
Microfinancee is argued to be a tool that can lead to the sharing of power101. 

However,, the development of microfinance in the country had not yet led to the goal 
off  sharing power equally. At the political level, few women and poor men are able to 
influencee the policies and other institutions that affect their lives. They play very 
significantt roles in society, but are nott equal. 

Inn sum, although the degree of power exercised by the poor and women over 
manyy issues has increased resulting in an improvement in their overall position and 
status,, greater disparities still persist. The gap between the poor and the rich remained 
big.. In relation to gender, despite the gains, there was no gender equality. Borrowers 
couldd exercise individual power associated with two types of power: power to, power 
within.. But, women still exercise less power to set their own agendas, have equal 
rightsrights to control their lives, and exercised less power-with to challenge and overcome 
thee inequities they experienced. 

7.5.22 Power exercised by microfinance institution s 
Underlyingg the financial sector reform in Cameroon was the expectation that 

thee gap in access to financial services for the poor could easily be filled using 
microfinancee lending institutions. The emergence of many microfinance institutions 
hass been beneficial to the poor. However, these institutions as we have seen, exercise 
aa considerable power on their clients. Through their policies and practices, they train 

1011 In Bangladesh for instance, it is argued that during the 1991 's election, women mobilised and were 
noticedd by politicians. They voted more than men and in 1997, more than 400 Grameen borrowers got 
electedd (Microcredit Summit, 1997; Countdown 2005, Newsletter) 
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theirr members to use the loans on productive investments with the potential to 
generatee steady streams of income to enable the repayments. By requiring that the 
poorr demonstrate their ability to save, and contribute at least one-third of the amount 
off  loan requested, MFIs exercise the power to discipline the borrowers, but ensuring 
thatt they will be committed to financial discipline and to their economic activities. 

However,, the MFIs exercise limited power to influence the macro-level 
policiess and practices. For instance, there are not able to influence the policies and 
regulationss taken by the government with regards to micro finance. Although 
microfmancee programmes enable hundred of thousand of people to access 
institutionall  finance, they are not powerful enough to change the financial landscape 
inn the country either by formalizing or encouraging commercialization by forcing the 
bankingg sector through competition to enter the microfmance market. 

Althoughh the regulatory framework provides constraint on the way they work, 
MFIss does exercise power to, be flexible, particularly in terms of the eligibility 
criteria,criteria, the credit delivery methods, the loan conditions and repayment enhances their 
abilityy to meet some of the needs of their members. However, the loan sizes, repeat 
loann and loan graduation systems tend to hinder the ability of borrowers, particularly 
womenn to develop successful businesses and to grow to larger more profitable 
ventures.. MFIs have also contributed to the development of entrepreneurship in the 
country,, helping to create jobs, encouraging and promoting effective participation, 
democraticc habits, good governance, and as such they have constituted important 
promoterss of social change. All microfmance institutions operating in Cameroon have 
too be voluntary associations, have a democratic structure, and have social goals which 
inn turn promote economic and social well being. The ability of MFIs to influence the 
macroo level (policies and practices) seems to be very limited. Most microfmance 
institutionss are small, localized, and uncoordinated. As a result, they have difficulties 
too effectively exercise the power with to lobby for change or to influence government 
policiess relating to microfmance. MFIs have also recognised their potential to 
contributee to building civil societies by strengthening the grassroots organisations. 
However,, they argue that they are still unable to exercise power with other 
organisationss to establish networks capable of successfully lobbying for change. 
Somee women-targeted have attempted to come together with other women 
organisationss such as ALEV in order to gather strength to bring to bear challenges to 
discrimatoryy laws and customs that subordinate women. At the intermediate level, 
MFIss have yet to bring about change in the financial sector. They are still not able to 
openn women's access to formal financial institutions. To the extent that MFIs are able 
too analyse their situation, and think of improvement, it can be argued that they can 
exercisee power within. 

Microfmancee contributes to reducing unemployment and expand market in 
spitee of its limited outreach. They also exercise the power to bring about change in 
genderr relations in the community. They help to show that the poor and particularly 
womenn are creditworthy and bankable. By enabling any poor individuals to become 
memberss of a financial organization, MFIs ensure that the poor are no longer 
excluded,, but made useful and included in the development process. Through the 
creditt guidelines, MFIs have subtly transformed those who are hitherto outside the 
financiall  system into 'docile bodies' who are then able to contribute to the productive 
patternn of the new economic liberalization process in the country. Microfmance 
institutionss also have the potential to exercise power to bring about change in gender 
relationss within the households. Women-focused MFIs such as VEPDEF insists for 
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instancee that women taking loans be involved full-time in the management of 
businessess they finance. They also insist that the assets brought with the loans be 
registeredd under the name of their members. Such measures aimed to enhance 
women'ss empowerment by ensuring that women have control over their labour, 
income,, assets which in turn affects their bargaining position within the households. 
However,, microfmance exercises littl e power to change power relations within the 
communityy let alone at the national or international levels. Most of them lack the 
resourcess to train their members to fight for their rights and other unequal power 
relationss subordinating them. Existing microfmance institutions have a lot of potential 
too challenge power between men and women and in communities, they could act as a 
vehiclee for change especially if it could reach the large number of the poor who still 
lackk access to finance and if they have the adequate resources to address other social 
andd political issues affecting their clients. 

7.5.33 Power exercised by the government 
Ass already suggested, the discourse of micro finance disguises the power of the 

governmentt and donors through the poverty alleviation and empowerment rhetoric. 
Thee literature on microfmance has been slow to explore the power exercised by the 
governmentt and donors on the population through the implementation of 
microfmance.. The power of governments has not been sufficiently questioned 
becausee in microfmance, it has been almost invisible. Emerging evidence from this 
researchh suggests that the government (with the assistance of donors) uses 
microo finance to exercise a new type of power on the poor and women. This new type 
off  power is consistent with Foucault's concept of "bio-power". At the level of the 
population,, the government of Cameroon has been able to use the policies and 
regulationss on microfmance to exercise the power to efficiently reach and include in 
thee development process an increasing larger mass of people than with previous 
developmentt policies. Microfmance had been connected with the unset of economic 
downturnn in the country, and the adoption of structural adjustment programmes and 
variouss issues associated with growing unemployment and poverty. As such, the 
variouss policies in general and the regulatory framework for microfmance in 
particularr have to be seen as tools for disciplining the poor for their entrance in the 
market.. Thus, the policies and regulations enable the government to extend the 
exercisee of power to poorer segments of the population. The government has been 
ablee to exercise power with donors, multilateral and bilateral institutions to discipline 
MFIss and the poor to adopt a commercial approach to micofinance. Microfmance 
providess an illustration of how the government exercises bio-power at the level of 
bothh individuals and the populations. Microfmance helps regulate the entrance of 
moree people in the market economy. The laws and regulation pertaining to the 
developmentt of microfmance has led to increasing access by previously marginalised 
segmentss of the population to financial services. Microfmance has provided the 
solutionn to the perceived problem of poverty, unemployment, inequalities and 
economicc development. Access to credit has enabled these people to create their own 
businessess and increase their income, spend part of that income on household 
expendituree and provide education and health care to their children. Large 
unemploymentt and increasing poverty can be seen as a burden on public services. 
Microfmancee became an important safety net for the poor, the unemployed and the 
laidd off. It helped these people to survive, increase their nutrition and welfare. It was a 
tooll  for strengthening the livelihoods of the poor and creating new opportunities for 
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businesss development and employment. Its objective is basically to help the poor help 
themselves.. It is an empowering mission. 

Att the individual level, micro finance has been used as a tool to reach, train and 
transformm those who were previously marginalised into disciplined market producers 
ablee to help themselves and to contribute to development. Microfinance, in fact has 
increasedd the power or the ability of the government to exercise more power on a 
largee mass of poor people than before. All over Cameroon, people who were 
marginalisedd from formal financial system have been forming credit organisations 
seeingg the success of microfinance institutions. The government has been able to 
engagee many poor people in the fight against poverty, inequality and national 
economicc development. Microfinance has made possible for the government to 
achievee a desired goal of poverty reduction using minimum resources. With 
microfinance,, the government can directly reach millions of poor people, reducing 
theirr poverty, and other inequalities including that of gender and at the same time, 
incorporatingg them in the market economy. 

Thee power exercised by the poor and women as a result of their access to 
creditt is more to the advantage of men and the government. Microfinance is based on 
people'ss capacity to improve their lots. The development of microfinance in 
Cameroonn shows that the government has limited its role to the provision of an 
enablingg environment, refraining from providing grants or other financial resources to 
thee poor and MFIs. This approach by the government undermines grants dependence 
fromfrom the poor and MFIs at the same time that enabling the government to avoid its 
responsibilityy to provide welfare to the poor since the primary emphasis of poverty 
reductionn and empowerment is on the individual's own control. 

Too sum up, it can be argued that microfinance benefits the government more 
thann it has benefited the poor and women. It has been introduced in Cameroon to 
enablee the poor to help themselves, by improving their wellbeing and empowers 
women.. However, through the use of disciplinary practices and regulation, 
microfinancee has not just been intended to liberate the poor and women, but has 
enabledd the government and donors to exercise more powerful and pervasive form of 
sociall  control. Through the disciplinary practices in the credit guidelines, it has been 
possiblee to organize, train and direct the poor according to the neoliberal model of the 
markett economy. This has resonance with the structural adjustment programmes 
beingg implemented by the Cameroon government under the aegis of the World Bank 
andd the IMF. By providing benefits to the poor, microfinance has contributed to 
avoidingg resistance to the implementation of structural adjustment programmes 

Thee legal and policy support at the macro level has worked as a power. The 
government'ss focus only in providing an enabling environment to allow microfinance 
too mobilize savings in order to further community development has a number of 
benefits.. It reduces the need for the government to fund these MFIs (as was the case 
withh agricultural banks) and thus lessens their dependence on the government. The 
policiess and regulation affecting the operation of MFIs and their clients has heralded a 
shiftt from welfare-oriented approach which focuses on short-term action to 
developmentt or poverty to an economic approach which focuses on entrepreneurial 
development.. Bio-population has brought into the analysis of microfinance the ways 
powerr is exercised at the macro-level, producing both opportunities and constraints 
forr different groups of people. The disciplinary mechanism embedded in the credits 
exercisee a power that is self-transformatory. The borrowers learn to internalize the 
creditt conditions and become self-disciplined. Empowerment resulting from access to 
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microfinancee tends to change the individual more than it brings about change in the 
powerr relations between the borrowers and other stakeholders. The poor are still 
largelyy excluded from the mainstream political process. Their needs are not yet taken 
intoo account into the policies of micro finance institutions. If microfinance operates so 
ass to benefit those in power, is counter-power then impossible? How can real change 
bee achieved in society? 

7.67.6 Conclusion 
Thee main questions this chapter set out to address the following; what type of 

powerr are the poor, women, microfinance institutions, and the government able to 
exercisee as a result of the implementation of microfinance and what type of change 
hass been achieved as a result of access to microfinance? Today, the poor and women 
havee greater access to credit for economically productive activities. Microfinance 
institutionss have assisted the poor to survive difficult periods by increasing their 
income,, welfare, assets, bargaining power, and growth of their enterprises. As such, 
microfinancee has not only improved people lives, but has also helped them to reduce 
theirr poverty and other inequalities. Microfinance also contributes to the 
empowermentt of women by increasing economic autonomy, respect in the 
community,, their bargaining power, their confidence and self-esteem. Microfinance 
hass also increased the participation of the poor and women in financial institutions 
andd in the market, helped to strengthen their business activities, create employment 
andd contribute to economic growth. Despite all these changes, the borrowers have 
beenn unable to radically bring about change in power relations in society. 

Greatt income inequalities still exist in the country as well as gender 
imbalances.. Many institutions such as the family, the market, financial institutions 
stilll  discriminate against women. But poverty as gender inequality is the result of 
multidimensionall  factors and cannot be solved only by making access to credit 
availablee to the poor. Despite the benefits to the poor and women, microfinance has 
endedd up expanding the power of the government and helping to maintain the status 
quo.. The government ultimately benefits. There are many ways in which the 
governmentt benefits the most from the implementation of microfinance. First, with 
microfinancee the power of the state is less visible. It is the power of the poor and 
women,, their abilities to exercise more power, to contribute to poverty reduction, 
genderr equality and development that are always highlighted. The invisibility of the 
powerr of the state makes it less a target of resistance. 

Microfinancee although being disciplinary enables the poor to gain some 
controll  over their lives and take part with others in development. Microfinance 
increasess the ability and capacities of borrowers. It offers the poor and women an 
empowermentt that is for the large part individual, incremental and shifting. There 
havee been important improvement, but it seems that the basic system (the status quo) 
hass remained. 

Researchh is needed to document concrete evidence of the benefits of 
microfinancee to the state. However, the experience from Cameroon suggests that 
microfinancee do raise income, asset, and productivity of the poor, both men and 
women.. It helps the entrepreneurial poor create self-employment even though few 
neww jobs are created. Although income is moderate, with business experience, the 
borrowerss move into potentially more profitable activities. Men also tend to benefit 
moree from access to microfinance. Women are bringing more economic benefits to 
theirr family and households and are been recognised for this. But higher income by 
womenn does not automatically ensure the expansion of their power within the 
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household.. As seen in chapter 6, discussion with many borrowers revealed no 
fundamentall  change gender division of labour within the family as a result of 
women'ss access to micro finance despite change in gender roles. Men are keen for 
theirr wives to earn additional incomes, but resist economic independence particularly, 
whenn increased economic independence consolidate the power of their wives to 
challengee their status in the household and demand equality. Women still exercise less 
powerpower with regard to major decisions such as the right to use joint properties as 
collateral.. Husbands are still considered the head of household and women as 
subordinate.. Similarly there is no fundamental change in the division of labour within 
thee market as a result of the poor access to microfinance. The poor and women in 
particularr still occupy the bottom of the market hierarchy. 

Doess this mean that there is no possibility for transforming power 
inequalities?? The point Foucault tries to make is that fighting power can no longer be 
conceivedd in terms of the fight against the state or capital. Fight should be local; it 
shouldd be connected to practices within specific sectors at the precise points where 
theyy appear. In this sense, microfinance again fits within Foucault's concept of power. 
Itt has the ability to enable the stakeholders to fight inequalities wherever they exist: at 
thee local (household level), at the meso (MFIs, community institutions) and at the 
macroo level (government and donors policies and practices). However, the slow pace 
off  change is due to counter-resistance and the low level of cooperation across the 
differentt levels where the various struggle are fought. There should be cooperation for 
fundamentall  change to occur. This is consistent with Foucault who does not reject the 
possibilityy of collective change. 

Empowermentt that results from access to microfinance has been much more 
individuall  than collective. Increased ability to access credit by women should be 
consolidatedd by women joining forces with other women and other associations to 
collectivelyy lobby government to address issues constraining women's full realisation 
off  equal rights enshrined in the constitutions. 
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